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Personality Plus At Work By Florence Littauer
This scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original. Due to its age, it
may contain imperfections such as marks, notations, marginalia and flawed
pages. Because we believe this work is culturally important, we have made it
available as part of our commitment for protecting, preserving, and promoting the
world's literature in affordable, high quality, modern editions that are true to the
original work.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of The Happiness Project: Or, Why I Spent a Year
Trying to Sing in the Morning, Clean My Closets, Fight Right, Read Aristotle, and
Generally Have More Fun. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai
Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Personality Plus is an early novel by American author Edna Ferber. Originally
published in 1914, Personality Plus is the second of three volumes chronicling
the travels and events in the life of Emma McChesney. Ferber achieved her first
successes with a series of stories centering on this character, a stylish and
intelligent divorced mother who rises rapidly in business.
Personality Plus: Some Experiences of Emma McChesney And Her Son, Jack by
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Edna Ferber The second book in the Emma McChesney series. We are delighted
to publish this classic book as part of our extensive Classic Library collection.
Many of the books in our collection have been out of print for decades, and
therefore have not been accessible to the general public. The aim of our
publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature,
and our view is that this is a significant literary work, which deserves to be
brought back into print after many decades. The contents of the vast majority of
titles in the Classic Library have been scanned from the original works. To ensure
a high quality product, each title has been meticulously hand curated by our staff.
Our philosophy has been guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book
that is as close as possible to ownership of the original work. We hope that you
will enjoy this wonderful classic work, and that for you it becomes an enriching
experience.
A business book with a sense of humour, on how to develop people skills in a
work environment using personality types. To be successful at any level in the
business world, you need to be able to work with a variety of people,
communicate with them, and keep them happy. This book provides a simple
framework for analysing personality types and will show you the best ways to
motivate people of these different types and keep them productive. Find out how
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to pick who is a Playful, a Powerful, a Peaceful or a Precise! Learn about their
basic needs and how you can best meet them within a business context. After
reading this book you will be able to: understand your own capabilities and
strengths, 'speed read' others to find out what they really want, talk to others in a
way that makes them want to listen and relate better to all personality types. Its a
simple concept and a useful business tool at all levels.
Bestselling author and personality expert shows how to be successful at work by
understanding yourself and the people around you.
Traditional Chinese edition of Paper Towns by John Green, a science fiction
thriller. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
?????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
?????????1969????????????????????Daniel Kahneman???????????Amos Tvers
ky????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????……????????????????????
???????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????……
????????????????????????????????????????????????
A revealing "personality profile" self-test and Littauer's insightful advice help
readers better understand themselves and others. A best-seller.
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???? : ???????????????????????3,500,000???????????? ??????40 ???????????
????????Wicked???????•??????????????•????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????Phoenix Award?
???????????????????Christopher Award for Best Book for Young People?
??????????????Janusz Korczak Medal? ??????????????Anita
Silvey????100??????? ?Anita Silvey's book The 100 Best Books For Children?
??????????????? ???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????40??????????????? ?????????
????????????????????????????????????????????Chicago Sun-Times?
????????????????????????????????????????????The Horn Book Magazine?
?????????????????????The New York Times Book Review?
???????????????????????????????The New Yorker? ???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Booklist?
????????????????????????????????????……????????????????????????The
Boston Globe? ??????????????????????????????????????????Entertainment
Weekly? ???? ??????
http://www.tienwei.com.tw/product/goods_detail.php?goods_id=774 ???????
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http://www.tienwei.com.tw/product/goods_detail.php?goods_id=845
PERSONALity Perspectives will change your life. God made each of us different,
yet most of our personalities fall into one of four categories. Exploring those
personalities helps you not only understand others and why they act the way they
do, but why you act and feel the way you do about life. Even better,
understanding the personalities will allow you to live at peace with everyone in
your sphere of influence! Written by Linda Gilden and Tama Westman, two
veteran personality trainers, as different as day and night, PERSONALity
Perspectives is a one-of-a-kind devotional packed with insight, Scripture, prayers,
and: *practical points that bring order to the analytical, purposeful person;
*sparkling stories that satisfy the fun-loving, playful person; *perspectives that
challenge the powerful person's need for control; *quiet reflections for the lowkey, peaceful person to ponder. Are you purposeful? Powerful? Playful?
Peaceful? Plunge in to PERSONALity Perspectives, and find out! Bonus
Features: *Key Traits of the Personalities *Clues to Your Personality
*Understanding Others through Personalities, and much more! Personality
Perspectives will delight you with stories that speak in a language you can easily
take to heart and help you recognize the supernatural presence of God in
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ordinary, everyday life.-FLORENCE LITTAUER, author of over 40 books,
including Personality Plus (over 1.5 copies sold), founder of CLASSEMINARS,
Inc. This insightful work doesn't attempt to tell you about you; it leads you through
ponderings, points, and clues allowing you to discover what makes you
tick.-NICK DELLA VALLE, Breath of CHRIST Ministries. Linda and Tama's
innovative five-step process encourages the reader to engage in meaningful life
change by understanding himself and others, deepening relationships, and most
importantly, deepening his walk with God. I highly recommend this book.-JOHN
H. THURMAN, JR., Licensed Professional Clinical Counselor, Speaker, Writer.
The information and personal stories will change you and your life. Buy one for
yourself and an extra copy for that special person in your life.-KAREN
O'CONNOR, Lord, It's Taken Me Years to Get This Old; 365 Senior Moments
You'd Rather Forget.
For 25 years, Florence Littauer's bestselling Personality Plus has been required reading for
employees of major companies. Now, Personality Plus at Work takes things a step further and
shows readers how to work successfully with anyone by paying attention to basic personality
differences. It shows readers what happens when personalities are ignored, how each
personality can lead, and how to combine different personalities to maintain a vital and
harmonious workplace. Managers and leaders will especially appreciate the insights found in
this book, but anyone who works with co-workers, whether in a paid or volunteer position, will
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discover how to harness the power of personality.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
The best-selling author of Personality Plus and Personality Plus for Parents now shows
couples how to apply the personality principles that have made Florence so popular. Husbands
and wives will understand why they act the way they do and how they can best respond to
each other. Personality Plus for Couples gives husbands and wives: * a personality profile test
to identify their personality types * the trademark characteristics of each personality type *
ways to resolve hot conflicts that arise between spouses * what to expect if you marry
someone of the same type, someone of the opposite type, or someone with a compatible
personality type Littauer offers pages of stories and practical insight about how to approach
each personality differently. When husbands and wives care enough to understand what
makes the other tick, they can celebrate each other's individuality and build a marriage that
lasts.
Most workplaces include people of different socio-economic backgrounds, diverse goals and
opposite personalities. The Littauers describe the characteristics that each of the four
personality types--Sanguine, Choleric, Melancholy, and Phlegmatic--bring into the workplace,
and they reveal how the strengths and weaknesses of each can be structured into a
productive, congenial workplace.
Edna Ferber, the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Show Boat and Giant, achieved her first
great success with a series of stories featuring Emma McChesney: a smart, stylish, divorced
mother who in a mere twelve years rose from stenographer to traveling sales representative to
business manager and partner of the T. A. Buck Featherloom Petticoat Company. In this
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second of three volumes chronicling the travels and trials of Emma McChesney, the plucky
heroine trades in her traveling bag and coach tickets for an office and a position a T. A. Buck
Jr.'s business partner. Along with this well-earned promotion comes the home--with a
fireplace--that she had longed for during her ten years on the road. Her dashing son Jock, now
twenty-one, has just entered the business world himself with the Berg, Shriner Advertising
company. His colleagues believe that with his heritage he "ought to be able to sell ice to an
eskimo." Indeed, Jock dazzles them with his keen business sense and exemplary work ethic,
but goes overboard on the charm and ends up alienating clients, unnerving his boss, and even
patronizing his business-savvy mother. When his company takes on the challenge of creating
a zippy advertising campaign for T. A. Buck's no-frills petticoats, Jock comes through, but not
without a reminder that mother always knows best. In this bracingly modern novel, first
published in 1914, Ferber contrasts the virtues of talent with those of experience to provide a
fresh, readable, and smartly entertaining contest between a mother and her adult son.
Don’t wait for that promotion! Start leading NOW…right where you are! What’s the number one
question leadership expert John C. Maxwell is asked while conducting his leadership
conferences? “How can I implement what you teach when I’m not the top leader?”. Is it
possible to lead well when you’re not the top dog? How about if the person you work for is a
bad leader? The answer is a resounding yes! Welcome to The 360° Leader. People who
desire to lead from the middle of organizations face unique challenges. And they are often held
back by myths that prevent them from developing their influence. Dr. Maxwell, one of the
globe’s most trusted leadership mentors, debunks the myths, shows you how to overcome the
challenges, and teaches you the skills you need to become a 360° leader. If you have found
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yourself trying to lead from the middle of the organization, as the vast majority of professionals
do, then you need Maxwell’s insights. You have a unique opportunity to exercise influence in
all directions—up (to the boss), across (among your peers), and down (to those you lead). The
good news is that your influence is greater than you know. Practice the disciplines of 360°
leadership and the opportunities will be endless . . . for your organization, for your career, and
for your life.

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the
original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will
see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the
work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages,
poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
How can you improve your relationship with your children and more effectively parent
them? Florence Littauer helps you identify, understand, and meet each child's unique
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needs.
First Published in 1992. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Working Positively with Personality Disorder in Secure Settings provides a positive,
compassionate and evidence-based guide to working with patients with personality
disorders. Unique in both its coverage and in its positive and evidence-based approach
to working with patients with personality disorders Written with a practical focus by
experienced practitioners in the field Offers a broad approach, with contributions from
forensic and clinical psychologists, nurses, and therapists Covers therapy and
therapeutic relationships, and issues of supervision, workforce development, treatment
evaluation, team dynamics and managing boundaries Includes a strong patient focus
and a number of personal accounts from patients who have received therapy
themselves
Personality Plus at WorkHow to Work Successfully with AnyoneRevell
Chinese edition of The Power of Your Subconscious Mind. It is as powerful, practical
today as it was in 1963 when it was first published. The suggestions in the book for
developing our subconscious mind are well defined and have proven effective for
almost fifty years. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Edna Ferber, the Pulitzer Prize -- winning author of Show Boat and Giant, achieved her first
great success with a series of stories featuring Emma McChesney: a smart, stylish, divorced
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mother who in a mere twelve years rose from stenographer to traveling sales representative to
business manager and partner of the T. A. Buck Featherloom Petticoat Company. In this
second of three volumes chronicling the travels and trials of Emma McChesney, the plucky
heroine trades in her traveling bag and coach tickets for an office and a position as T. A. Buck
Jr.'s business partner. Along with this well-earned promotion comes the home -- with a
fireplace -- that she had longed for during her ten years on the road. Her dashing son, Jock,
now twenty-one, has just entered the business world himself with the Berg, Shriner Advertising
Company. His colleagues believe that with his heritage he "ought to be able to sell ice to an
eskimo." Indeed, Jock dazzles them with his keen business sense and exemplary work ethic
but goes overboard on the charm and ends up alienating clients, unnerving his boss, and even
patronizing his business-savvy mother. When his company takes on the challenge of creating
a zippy advertising campaign for T. A. Buck's no-frills petticoats, Jock comes through, but not
without a reminder that mother always knows best. In this bracingly modern novel, first
published in 1914, Ferber contrasts the virtues of talent with those of experience to provide a
fresh, readable, and smartly entertaining contest between a mother and her adult son.
Personality Plus is enhanced by the drawings of James Montgomery Flagg, one of the most
highly regarded book illustrators of the period.
Excerpt from Personality Plus: Some Experiences of Emma McChesney and Her Son, Jock
Jock smiled a little patient smile and brushed an imaginary ?eck of dust from the sleeve of his
very correct coat. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of
an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally
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reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page,
may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works.
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